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Works exposing the historical roots and lies of anti-Semitism:


Summary: "Collins explores the ancient origins of anti-Semitism. Using two examples from pre-Christian Jewish communities in Egypt—the Elephantine and the Alexandrian communities—Collins uncovers some roots of anti-Semitism having to do with nationalism and cultural concepts of hospitality, along with other causes related more directly to Jewish religious practices."--Container.


Contents: Are the gospels reliable? — Are the gospels anti-semitic? — Has the church been anti-semitic? — A battle of religious world views — A modern script for the Passion story — Cinematic choices that could lead to anti-semitic conclusions — God’s master plan for humanity — Have the Jewish people responded to God’s master plan? — Does it matter? — What you can do to end the distortion.


KATZ, Jacob. *From Prejudice to Destruction: Antisemitism* by Jacob Katz


**Works exposing the New Anti-Semitism and its lies:**


AMERICANS AGAINST TERROR & ISRAEL LEGACY FOUNDATION (A joint production). *From Cradle to Grave: An Inside look at the Culture of Death [DVD]*


REUVEN, Erlich. “Anti-Semitism in the Contemporary Middle East” / Erlich Reuven online at http://www.intelligence.org.il/eng/sib/4_04/as_hp.htm


Works defending Israel against Anti-Zionism and its lies


ROSENTHAL, Donna. *The Israelis: Ordinary People in an Extraordinary Land*. Free Press, 2003. (How does Israel look...to Israelis? an in-depth look at the rich variety of people in the Jewish state)


*Works Defending Zionism Against Left & Right Extremes (Post-Zionism, Israeli Historical Revisionism, Jewish Fundamentalism)*

* Some of these books have been labeled as Anti-Semitic (we leave it to the reader to judge whether they are so or may contribute to Anti-Semitism)


*Revisionist Anti-Semitic & Anti-Zionist Propaganda:*


CLINTON, Cathryn. A Stone in My Hand. Candlewick Press, 2002. [for Young Adults] (School & Library Binding)


---------- & Moshe LIEBERMAN. The Israeli Holocaust Against the Palestinians. Independent History, 2002. (The new tip of the iceberg of violent distortions)

Jenin Jenin VHS Starring Mohamed Bakri. Arab Film Distribution, 2003. (A documentary of lots of crying arabs who 'witnessed' mass graves in Jenin, funny how no one can find the graves.)


Anti-Zionist Works Written By Jewish Authors**

**The Jews who side for the Palestinians and portray Israel as the occupier of Arab lands are a living testimony to the reality of Free Speech in the land of Israel. Many of these authors believe the Hebrew Scriptures are myth invented in Israel’s early days. They generally hold a liberal bent on Jewish history, insisting Israel has no special divine calling or international role to play other than that which can be imagined and designed by man. In their opinion, God has no influence in the history of the Jewish people and Israel. They condemn all forms of religious violence, but offer no solution to the human problem of anti-Semitism and terrorism. They are proponents of the historical revisionist movement in Israel. Having turned their backs against God, can they perceive His hand and timing on history? Consider the ten Israelite spies who, out of fear and not believing that God was granting them the land of Canaan he had promised to them, argued against taking it. Then, when divine sanction postponed the promise due to their unbelief, they lead the Israelites to enter prematurely and suffered humiliation and defeat. They died in the wilderness and never entered the Promised Land, but the faithful generation did 40 years later. Who can oppose what God has determined, whether for blessing or for judgment? In the days prior to the Babylonian exile, when God was determined to bring judgment on His rebellious people, many false prophets came forward and cried “Peace, peace” though God by His prophets forewarned them of coming war and destruction. As modern advocates of false peace (ex: Peace Now Movement), these authors will even join the cause of terrorists to ingratiate themselves with the world, thinking to restore Jewish favor before the nations. They condemn all forms of religious violence, but offer no solution to the problems of rising anti-Semitism (anti-Zionism), media bias against Israel and international terrorism. Through excessive self-criticism/hatred, they bend backwards to convince the terrorist enemy that their cause is heard and just, in spineless ignorance of the consequences. Meanwhile, the duplicitous aims of the terrorist enemy remain the same. Though they pay lip
service with return peace promises, they continue to incite men, women and children to hatred and genocide of the Jews while advocating the total annihilation of the nation of Israel. The Scriptures show that peace and unity among all nations will never exist except through Yeshua, His Anointed. He is the Messiah who alone can make true peace, which will eventually over-ride the lies of false appeasement based on politically correct notions of tolerance and brotherhood.


